
 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Key Takeaways 

 Global equities traded broadly stronger over the course of the fourth quarter. However, the gains were 

concentrated in developed markets rather than emerging markets. U.S. and European equities 

delivered positive performances, while Brazilian, Indian, and Russian equities all traded down.  

 The positive performance in developed markets were driven mainly by excessive investor speculation. 

As is typical near the peak of speculative asset bubbles, investors ignored the realities related to the 

surge in the Omicron variant of the Covid 19 virus, as well as a clear message from the US Federal 

Reserve that it would eliminate its emergency quantitative easing program faster than previously 

expected.  The Fed has signaled that it will likely raise its key reference rate three times over the 

course of 2022. 

 Global AI signals continue to prescribe a mostly cautious and highly selective view of the equity 

markets we follow.  In particular, we continue to see the U.S. market as over-valued, and subject to 

potentially extreme levels (losses of 50% or more are possible) of downside risk.  
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Country/Regional Outlook 

  = Positive Global AI signal (indicates a current position as of quarter end)      

  = Negative Global AI signal (indicates positions that were eliminated, or not owned during the quarter) 

Rate of Return represents the rate of return of the fund(s) for the period during the quarter that the fund was 

held by a standard portfolio using our proprietary Global AI® program.    

 

• No position held during the quarterSouth Korea

• No position held during the quarterDeveloped Europe

• Rate of Return range down -8.5 - -1.2%Emerging Europe

• No position held during the quarterLatin America

• No position held during the quarterU.S.

• No position held during the quarterChina

• No position held during the quarterIndia

• Rate of Return up +4.4%Nordic Region

• No position held during the quarterJapan
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Fourth Quarter 2021 Investment Commentary 
U.S. Stocks:  

On the one hand, U.S. stocks ended up delivering a good performance in 4Q21, rising 11% for the quarter.  However in 

the early days of 2022, US equities have since retraced downward, and are now back to November levels.  Then, the 

outlook for quarterly US equity returns was not so sanguine, as markets become worried by the sudden surge in the 

Omicron variant of the Covid19 virus, and the impact it might have on the US economic recovery.  Investors also worried 

about surging consumer prices, which ended up clocking in at a 7% pace for the year, the highest annual level since 

1980.   

We continue to take a cautious view on US equities.  There are several reasons for this. First, consensus forecasts indi-

cate that the pandemic re-opening Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth surge seen in 2021 is poised to slowdown.  

The Conference Board, for example, expects US growth to slow from an estimated 5.6% in 2021, to an estimated 3.5% 

and 2.9% in 2022 and 2023 respectively.  Similarly, the World Bank expects global GDP growth to decrease from an 

estimated 5.5% in 2021, to an estimated 4.1% in 2022, reflecting continued COVID-19 flare-ups, diminished fiscal sup-

port, and lingering supply bottlenecks.  In turn, slower GDP growth could translate into lower corporate earnings growth. 

Both of these potential developments risk putting a damper on equity returns. 

Third, US equities now appear extremely overvalued relative to historic levels. For example, according to FactSet, the 

forward 12-month Price/Earnings ratio (a common valuation metric for individual stocks and stock indices) for the S&P 

500 at the end of the year stood at around 21.2x. This was well above the 5-year, 10-year and 25-year averages of 

18.5x, 16.6x and 16.8x respectively. Such lofty valuations indicate a level of overvaluation akin to, if not beyond, the 

tech-bubble era. Current valuation levels suggest not only that further upside is limited, but that a major correction is 

due. 

Finally, in its final policy meeting of 2021, the US Federal Reserve turned more hawkish in light of rising inflation, and 

announced that it would eliminate its emergency quantitative easing program faster than previously expected. The 

majority of Fed members now expect three reference interest rate hikes for 2022. In September, their expectation was 

for just one such hike in 2022. Such tightening may also result in an investment environment less supportive of further 

gains in equity prices. 

As quantitative investors, our opinion does not impact our positioning, only our Global AI models determine portfolio 

positions, and our current portfolio positioning leaves us with no exposure to U.S. equities due to heightened risks. 

International Stocks: Global equities generally performed well in 4Q21, with indices that track global equities mostly 

posting positive returns.  However, these gains were concentrated in developed markets, while returns in emerging 

markets were mostly negative.  In turn, an important reason for this was tepid returns in China equities caused by 

concerns about its local property market, as well as the impact that its zero Covid policies might have on local 

consumption. News that Chinese regulators would force ride-hailing app Didi to delist from foreign markets, also shook 

investor confidence in Chinese shares. 

South Korea: Korea again traded down in the quarter, along with a broader sell-off in Asian equities. The year saw the 

largest sell off of Korean equities by foreign investors since 2008, on concerns about the local semi-conductor industry, 

as well as worries that a Chinese economic slowdown might hurt Korean exports. China is Korea’s largest trade partner. 

 

Japan: Japanese equities were mostly flat in 4Q21. For the full year the benchmark Nikkei Index rose 7%, as the domes-

tic economy reopened and Covid infections were relatively low, with almost 80% of Japan’s population was fully vac-

cinated by the end of November.  Nevertheless, the local market underperformed the SP500 considerably, as foreign 

investors have been net sellers of Japan stocks since the pandemic began according to Japan’s Ministry of Finance. 

 

Developed Europe: European equities generally performed well in 4Q21, with the French, German, Dutch and Italian 

markets all posting positive returns. In particular, French equities rose faster than European equities overall, as local 

economic activity regained its pre-crisis level, and the recovery in 2021 remained solid. Only Spanish equities con-

tracted in 4Q21 year-on-year, on concern that new taxes to fund fiscal spending might dampen the economic recovery. 

 

Emerging Europe: Russian equities contracted sharply in 4Q21, on geopolitical concerns that rising tension with the 

Ukraine might tip into armed conflict or a full-blown invasion. On the other hand, Czech equities continued their strong 

performance in 4Q21 on a robust economic recovery; Czech Republic November retail sales rose 13.2% year-on-year, 

the strongest growth in retail activity since January 2001. 
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Latin America: LatAm equity market returns were mixed in 4Q21.  Peru, Colombia and Mexico showed positive returns, 

due to higher copper and oil prices. Mexico also benefited from the improving economic outlook in the US, its largest 

trading partner. Brazil equities declined in 4Q, partially as a result of less bright economic prospects in China, which is a 

major buyer of its iron ore exports , as well as monetary tightening.  Chilean equities also declined slightly in the quarter, 

due to political uncertainty regarding its new constitution, and election of left-leaning President Gabriel Boric. 

Nordic Region: Nordic region equities performed strongly in 4Q21, with the Danish, Swedish, Finnish and Norwegian 

markets all posting positive returns in the quarter. In fact, stocks in Sweden hit an all-time high, as the local labor mar-

ket continued to strengthen, interest rates remained low, and fiscal policy focused on increased transfers and reduced 

taxes. Danish equities also traded at all-time highs, as the local economy recovered at a faster than expected pace, and 

labor markets tightened. 

 

India: Although Indian equities posted solid gains for full year 2021, in 4Q21, the were down slightly versus the year ear-

lier period. This was due to some investors concerns that the full year rally had taken Indian equities to levels of overval-

uations, as well as signs of slowing economic recovery and surging Omicron cases. 

 

Putting It All Together: 

Every asset bubble in history has come to an end, and each time that meant a swift and painful drop in the price of the 

asset in question. U.S. stocks are currently in one of the most speculative asset bubbles in history. The end will come 

and prices will drop to more “normal” valuations. That means losses of 50% or more in U.S. stocks are possible. Our 

current methodology demands that we take steps to mitigate this risk in our portfolios. While we have been cautious of 

U.S. stocks all year, our caution has grown immensely as the speculative excess in U.S. stocks has grown.  In 

discussions with clients, one question has come up more than others: “If there is so much risk, why did stocks go 

higher?” It reminds me of discussions I’ve had with my youngest daughter over the years.  There have been many 

variations of the conversation, but they usually go something like this: Me: “You can’t do flips off of the top of the jungle 

gym; you’re going to get hurt.” Daughter: “But dad, I did it yesterday, and I didn’t get hurt!” What she failed to 

understand is that the fact that she didn’t get hurt last time doesn’t mean that it’s not a risky activity. The fact that the 

current U.S. stock market bubble has yet to fully burst, does not mean that there is no risk, in fact the more overvalued 

stocks become, the bigger the risk becomes.   

We continue to approach current equity markets cautiously.  As we explained, this caution reflects a combination of 

expectations for slower economic growth in both the US and globally; the risk that this might translate into lower 

corporate earnings growth; equity valuations at asset bubble levels; and a tightening bias at the FED, taking the form of 

both an end to quantitative easing, as well as multiple interest rate hikes.  

It is important to understand that the portfolios we manage do not always correlate with the movement of the U.S. stock 

market. Most of the time, this divergence from the U.S. occurs when stock prices are going down. Since we monitor 

fundamental economic data, we know that stock prices can lag the weakening of fundamentals by several months. 

When there is a wide decoupling of the fundamentals from prices, there is usually a subsequent period where the 

market resets stock prices to account for the discrepancy. 

During the quarter, we maintained only two open equity positions; Emerging Europe and the Nordic region.  

We want to remind our investors that, while we may offer our opinion in our newsletters, subjective opinion does not 

have any bearing on our investment decisions. Our proprietary quantitative models and our discipline keep our 

investment decisions unbiased, objective, and unemotional. The current models have dictated that risk mitigation is of 

most importance at this time. Markets are constantly evolving, so while we will continue to limit risk exposure in our 

portfolios today, our models are always actively seeking to identify and invest in the best growth opportunities available 

across all market conditions. 

 

 

Best Regards, 

 

Russell E. Lundeberg Jr., CPA 

Principal & Chief Investment Officer 

Barrett Capital Management, LLC 
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